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Abstract
We study compactness for hereditary coreflective subconstructs X of SSET, the construct of affine
spaces over the two point set S and with affine maps as morphisms, endowed with the Zariski closure
operator z. We formulate necessary conditions for productivity of z-compactness. Moreover, if in X
arbitrary products of quotients are quotients, then our conditions are also sufficient. We apply the
results to some well-known subconstructs of SSET, in particular we investigate situations in which
another sufficient condition for productivity of compactness, known as finite structure property for
products (FSPP), is not fulfilled by the Zariski closure.
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1. Introduction
An affine space X over the two point set S = {0,1} is a structured set, where the struc-
ture on the underlying set X is a collection of subsets of X. The sets belonging to the
structure are called the “open” sets of X. An affine map from X → Y is a function f such
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described by defining a collection of maps to S instead of giving a family of open subsets
of X. It was pointed out by Giuli in [10] that affine spaces and maps coincide with normal
Boolean Chu spaces and continuous maps, as introduced by Pratt for modelling concur-
rent computation [16]. More general settings have been considered where S is replaced by
some arbitrary fixed set K [8,11].
In this paper we will restrict ourselves to affine spaces X for which ∅ and X are open.
As in [10], the corresponding construct of affine spaces and affine maps as morphisms
is denoted by SSET. The space S = (S, {∅,X, {1}}) is called the Sierpinski affine space.
The construct SSET is well-fibered topological and it is endowed with the usual (E,M)
factorization structure, where E is the class of epimorphisms and where M is the class
of embeddings. On this category lives a natural closure operator, called the Zariski clo-
sure z. For M → X in M and x ∈ X we put x ∈ z(M) if and only if for every α and β ,
affine maps to S, whenever α and β coincide on M they also coincide in x. The Zariski
closure is the regular closure associated with the class of T0-objects in SSET in the sense
of [15]. Moreover this closure operator is known to be hereditary. Well-known constructs
such as TOP, the construct of topological spaces or CL, the construct of closure spaces are
hereditary coreflective full subconstructs of SSET. Such coreflective and hereditary sub-
constructs inherit the factorization structure as well as the Zariski closure operator from
SSET. A thorough investigation on categorical completeness (absolutely z-closedness) in
T0X, the class of T0-objects for some hereditary and coreflective subconstruct X of SSET,
has been carried out by Giuli in [10] and we make frequent use of the results obtained
there. In [9] internal characterizations are given for z-completeness in T0X.
In this paper we will be dealing with the categorical notion of compactness as developed
in [6] and applied to the Zariski closure z on SSET and on some of its subconstructs. In par-
ticular we will investigate productivity of Zariski-compactness. For an arbitrary hereditary
coreflective subconstruct X, we prove that productivity of z-compactness in X implies the
property that either all z-compact objects are indiscrete or z-compactness coincides with
z-completeness (i.e., absolutely z-closedness) on T0-objects of X. Moreover we prove that,
when in X arbitrary products of quotients are quotients, our conditions are also sufficient.
We apply these results to some well-known subconstructs such as CL and TOP and to
some of their subconstructs, in particular to some constructs on which the Zariski closure
fails to satisfy the FSPP condition (the finite structure property for products) [6].
We thank the referee for the many valuable suggestions which improved the paper a
lot, in particular for questioning the setting that we originally considered for our main
Theorem 3.4.
2. Notations and preliminary results
The Sierpinski space S plays an important role in SSET, in particular it is an initially
dense object. Also SSET has some other nice properties. The following preliminary result
about the interaction of products and quotients in SSET will be usefull for us.
Proposition 2.1. In SSET arbitrary products of quotients are quotients.
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fi :
∏





Yi to S coincide with A = {αk ◦ prk | αk affine, k ∈ I }
and B = {βk ◦ prk | βk affine, k ∈ I }, respectively. Suppose g :
∏
Yi → S is such that
g ◦ f is affine. Let k ∈ I and αk such that g ◦ f = αk ◦ prk . Let a and b in Xk and
suppose fk(a) = fk(b). For i = k choose ci ∈ Xi and put x = (xi)i , xi = ci , i = k and
xk = a, y = (yi)i , yi = ci , i = k and yk = b. Then f (x) = f (y) and therefore also
αk ◦ prk(x) = αk ◦ prk(y). Hence αk(a) = αk(b). Let βk :Yk → S be the unique function
such that βk ◦fk = αk . Since fk is a quotient we have that βk is affine. Finally g = βk ◦ prk
and therefore g ∈ B. The other implication follows from the fact that∏fi is an affine map.
So we can conclude that
∏
fi is a quotient. 
Suppose X is hereditary concretely coreflective in SSET and let c be the coreflector
SSET → X. We will only be interested in non-trivial cases, this means that we exclude the
construct consisting only of discrete affine spaces. A non-trivial X can be shown to contain
all complemented topological spaces. For the proof of this statement, that uses techniques
similar to those developed for TOP in [12], we refer to [5].
By a T0-object X in X we mean an object for which every affine map from a two point
indiscrete X-object into X is constant. The class of all such objects is denoted by T0X and
is extremal epireflective in X.
We fix notations with regard to the T0X-reflection. Let tX be the reflector from X to
T0X and let ψXX be the reflection morphism from an affine space X in X to tX(X), where
we simply write t and ψX if X equals SSET.
As was pointed out in [10] an affine space X is a T0 object of SSET if and only if the
class Hom(X,S) of affine maps separates the points of X and ψX identifies points that
cannot be separated by affine maps belonging to Hom(X,S).
The following results will be used frequently.
Proposition 2.2.
(1) An object X is a T0-object in SSET if and only if c(X) is a T0-object in X.
(2) For an object X in X we have tX(X) = c(t(X)).
Proof. (1) Let X be an SSET-object and suppose that it is not T0 in SSET. So there are
points x and y such that for every G open we have x ∈ G if and only if y ∈ G. Consider the
classD consisting of all subsets D of X with the property x ∈ D if and only if y ∈ D. Then
Y = (X,D) is a complemented topological space. Clearly, using the fact that X contains
all complemented topological spaces, the structure of c(X) is coarser than D and therefore
neither c(X) is a T0 object in SSET. Again making use of the fact that X contains all
complemented topological spaces, it follows that X and SSET have the same indiscrete
objects. Finally we can conclude that c(X) is not a T0 object in X.
(2) Let X be an X-object. From the first statement it follows that c(t(X)) belongs to T0X.
It easily follows that X → c(t(X)) is the T0-reflection of X. 
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shown that in every hereditary coreflective subconstruct X of SSET, the subconstruct T0X
admits completions in a categorical sense as developed in [3,2]. In fact, the z-complete ob-
jects coincide with the absolutely z-closed objects in T0X and they are exactly the z-closed
affine subsets of products taken in X of copies of c(S).
Next we apply some well-known definitions to our setting.
A morphism f : X → Y in X is z-preserving if f (zX(M)) = zY(f (M)) for every subspace
M of X. An object X in X is said to be z-compact if the product projection prY : X × Y → Y
is z-preserving for every object Y in X, where × denotes the product in X.
3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for productivity
In this paragraph X is non-trivial hereditary concretely coreflective in SSET and z is
the Zariski closure operator on X. The following proposition is useful in the proof of the
next theorem as well as in the concrete examples developed at the end.
Proposition 3.1. z-compactness coincides with z-completeness on T0X if and only if arbi-
trary powers of c(S) in X are z-compact.
Proof. Suppose that z-compactness is equivalent to z-completeness for T0-objects. Clearly
every power (c(S))K belongs to T0X and is z-complete by Theorem 5.4 in [10]. It follows
that (c(S))K is z-compact.
Conversely suppose that every power (c(S))K is z-compact. Since every z-complete
T0-object X is a z-closed subspace of some power (c(S))K, which by assumption is
z-compact, X itself is z-compact. 
Proposition 3.2. z-compactness of an object X in X is equivalent to z-compactness of its
T0 reflection tX(X).
Proof. Since z-compactness is preserved by surjective affine maps we immediately have
that z-compactness of X implies z-compactness of tX(X).
Conversely suppose that tX(X) is z-compact and let Y be an arbitrary X-object. Since
ψXX : X → tX(X) is initial, so is ψXX × 1 : X × Y → tX(X) × Y, where × denotes the product
in X. By application of a result in [1] we conclude that ψXX ×1 is z-closure preserving. Now
we form the composition with the projection tX(X)× Y → Y which is z-closure preserving
too, so it follows that prY : X × Y → Y is z-closure preserving. So finally we can conclude
that X is z-compact. 
Theorem 3.3. If z-compactness is productive in X then either all z-compact objects are
indiscrete or z-compactness coincides with z-completeness on T0X.
Proof. Suppose that z-compactness is productive in X and assume that there is an object X
in X which is z-compact but not indiscrete. There exists a nonempty proper open subset in
X and therefore also an affine and surjective map X f−→ S. It follows that also X c(f)−→ c(S)
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for any power. Using Proposition 3.1 we are done. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose in X arbitrary products of quotients are quotients, then we have:
z-compactness is productive in X if and only if either all z-compact objects are indiscrete
or z-compactness coincides with z-completeness on T0X.
Proof. If the only z-compact sets are indiscrete then clearly z-compactness is produc-
tive. Next suppose that for T0-objects, z-completeness coincides with z-compactness. For
i ∈ I let Xi be z-compact affine spaces in X. Let ∏Xi be their product in SSET and∏
ψXi :
∏
Xi →∏ t(Xi) the product of the affine maps ψXi in SSET.
Since the only affine maps from
∏
Xi to S are αi ◦ pri with αi an affine map from Xi







(y) ⇐⇒ ψ∏Xi(x) = ψ∏Xi(y).
The previous observation and Proposition 2.1 now guarantee the existence of an isomor-
phism h :
∏













Applying the coreflector c to the diagram we obtain an isomorphism c(h) in X. Clearly





is a quotient in X















By the assumption made on X the map c(
∏
ψXi ), which coincides with the product in
X of the quotients Xi → ct(Xi), is a quotient in X. So we can conclude that j ◦ c(h) is an
isomorphism. For every i ∈ I we have that c(t(Xi)) is z-complete. But then also c(∏ t(Xi)),
the product of these spaces taken in X, is z-complete. So its image c(t(c(
∏
Xi))) by j ◦c(h)
must be z-complete. Since this is the T0X-reflection of c(
∏
Xi) we finally conclude that the
product in X of the spaces Xi is z-compact. 
4. Examples
In this paragraph we consider some well-known examples of subconstructs of SSET.
Some particular cases we consider are SSET itself and the subconstructs CL of closure
spaces, TOP of topological spaces, and some of their well-known subconstructs.
Proposition 4.1. In SSET we have the following:
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(2) z-compactness is productive.
Proof. (1) Let X be an affine space and M ⊂ SK × X, where SK × X is the SSET-product
and B = B1 ∪ B2 with B1 = {prk | k ∈ K} and B2 = {α ◦ prX | α : X → S} is the class of
affine maps from SK × X to S. Since prX : SK × X → X is an affine map, we have the
inclusion prX(z(M)) ⊂ z(prX M). To prove the other inclusion let x ∈ z(prX M). Define y =
(yk)k as follows, put yk = 1 if α ◦prX |M = prk |M implies α(x) = 1 for all α : X → S affine.
Otherwise yk = 0. It follows from the definition of y that if two affine maps from SK × X
to S coincide on M, then they coincide on (y, x). So we can conclude that (y, x) ∈ z(M)
and finally that prX : SK × X → X is z-preserving.
(2) Follows from (1), from Proposition 2.1, from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.4. 
Remark that in the case of SSET the productivity of z-compactness can also be deduced
from the FSPP property of the z-closure.
Next we concentrate on hereditary coreflective subconstructs of SSET. Examples can
easily be constructed, starting from the functional description of SSET. The objects X are
completely described by their class of affine maps Hom(X,S) to S and f : X → Y is a
morphism if and only if β in Hom(Y,S) implies β ◦ f in Hom(X,S).
In order to define a subconstruct of SSET we put an algebra structure on S. Recall that
an algebra structure on the set S is a class of operations Ω = {ωi :Sni → S | i ∈ I } of
arbitrary ariettes. Hence the ni are arbitrary cardinal numbers, and there is no condition
on the size of the indexing system I [13,8,10]. We assume that Ω contains the constant
operations. For every set X the powerset SX carries an associated algebra structure. We
denote by SSET(Ω) the subconstruct of SSET consisting of those affine spaces X for
which Hom(X,S) is an Ω-subalgebra of the function algebra SX . The objects in SSET(Ω)
are called affine spaces over the algebra (S,Ω). If one allows for a more general setting,
where S is replaced by an arbitrary fixed K , as mentioned in the introduction, one recovers
the classical case by considering K as the ground field in the category of commutative
K-algebras.
It was observed in [10] that the subconstructs SSET(Ω) are hereditary coreflective in
SSET. For X in SSET the class of affine maps Hom(c(X),S) where c(X) is the coreflection
in SSET(Ω) is obtained as the smallest subalgebra of SX containing Hom(X,S).
For instance consider for Ω on S the class containing the constant operations and the
operation ω :S → S defined by ω(0) = 1, ω(1) = 0. SSET(Ω) is concretely reflective and
concretely coreflective in SSET. So products and quotients are formed in the same way as
in SSET, and therefore proofs and results of Propositions 2.1 and 4.1 can be repeated.
Next consider the algebra structure Ω on S containing the constant operations and the
operations
ωi(at )t∈ni = max
t∈ni
at
for arbitrary cardinals ni . SSET(Ω) is isomorphic to the construct CL of closure spaces [8,
10,7], with as objects X, sets structured by a so-called Birkhoff (i.e. an idempotent but not
necessarily finitely additive) closure clX and with continuous maps as morphisms. An iso-
morphic description exists by means of so-called Moore families. These are the collections
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the b-closure.
Proposition 4.2.
(1) Arbitrary products of quotients in CL are quotients [4].
(2) SK is z-compact for every power K .
(3) X is z-compact ⇐⇒ ∀F nonempty and closed in X, ∃x ∈ X: F = clX{x}.
(4) z-compactness is productive.
Proof. (2) As before for a closure space X and SK × X, the product in SSET, the
CL-product of SK and X is formed as c(SK × X). The class of affine sets to S is formed
as D = {maxt∈ni at | at ∈ Hom(SK × X,S)}. Let x ∈ z(prX M). We define y = (yk)k as
follows. Put yk = 1 if and only if prk |M  α ◦ prX |M implies α(x) = 1 for all α : X → S
affine. In order to prove that (y, x) ∈ z(M), let T and T ′ be arbitrary cardinals and suppose
maxt∈T at |M = maxt ′∈T ′ at ′ |M, with maxt∈T at (y, x) = 0. For each t ∈ T , there exists an
affine map αt from X to S such that at |M  αt ◦ prX |M and thus we have:
max
t ′∈T ′
at ′ |M max{αt ◦ prX | t ∈ T }|M = max
t∈T αt ◦ prX |M.
It then follows from the definition of y and the fact that x ∈ z(prX M) that at ′(y, x) = 0 for
each t ′ ∈ T ′. Since T and T ′ were arbitrary, this implies that prX is z-preserving. (3) From
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that X is z-compact if and only if tCL(X) is z-complete.
From Proposition 4.4 in [7] it follows that tCL(X) is z-complete if and only if for all F˜
nonempty and closed in tCL(X), there exists x˜ ∈ tCL(X), such that F˜ = cltCL(X){x˜}.
In view of the initiality of ψCLX and applying a result from [1] to the closure operator cl,
one obtains the equivalent condition
∀F nonempty and closed in X, ∃x ∈ X, F = clX{x}.
(4) Follows from (1) and Theorem 3.4. 
Remark that the z-closure on CL does not satisfy the FSPP condition. Indeed, in any
infinite power SK , the point y = (yk)k with all coordinates equal to zero, does not belong
to the z-closure of the subspace M, consisting of all points having at most finitely many
zero coordinates.
Instead of considering all maxima, consider for every cardinal α the subclass Ωα of
Ω containing the constant operations and the operations ωi(at )t∈ni with cardinality of ni
smaller than α. For the categories SSET(Ωα) it can be proved, analogously to CL, that
arbitrary products of quotients are quotients and that every power SK is z-compact. The-
orem 3.4 then implies that z-compactness is productive in all the categories SSET(Ωα).
By the same argument as for CL, we have that for every infinite cardinal α the category
SSET(Ωα) does not satisfy the FSPP condition.
Next we add to the previous class of operations the collection
ω′i (at )t∈ni = minatt∈ni
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closure again coincides with the b-closure.
Proposition 4.3.
(1) X is z-compact ⇐⇒ X is hereditarily compact and every closed set is a finite union of
point closures [17].
(2) A T0 space X is z-complete ⇐⇒ X is sober [14].
Remark that in TOP infinite powers of S are not z-compact. In fact in every such power
SK the subspace SK \ {0}K is not compact. So SK is not hereditarily compact. By The-
orem 3.3 z-compactness in TOP is not productive, and consequently the z-closure does
not satisfy FSPP. Finally we study two subconstructs of TOP for which productivity of
z-compactness is trivially fulfilled. First we add to the class of operations of CL the col-
lection
ω′i (at )t∈ni = mint∈ni at
for arbitrary cardinals ni . SSET(Ω) is now isomorphic to the construct consisting of all
Alexandroff spaces (or finitely generated spaces). These are spaces in which every point
has a smallest open neighborhood. The Zariski closure again coincides with the b-closure.
For every Alexandroff space, the topological space induced by the Zariski closure is again
of the same type. It is easy to prove that all Alexandroff spaces are z-compact. So pro-
ductivity of z-compactness follows immediately. One can also prove directly that every T0
Alexandroff space is z-complete.
Next we consider the algebra structure Ω on S containing the constant operations, the
operations ωi(at )t∈ni = maxt∈ni at for arbitrary cardinals ni and the operation ω : S → S
defined by ω(0) = 1, ω(1) = 0. Then SSET(Ω) is isomorphic to the construct of all com-
plemented topological spaces, i.e., those topological spaces in which every open set is also
closed. This construct is the smallest one among all non-trivial topological subconstructs
of SSET [5]. Remark that the coreflection c(S) of the Sierpinski space is the two point dis-
crete space. For the complemented topological spaces, the Zariski closure coincides with
the Kuratowski closure. Here also we have that every complemented space is z-compact.
The complete objects are exactly the discrete spaces.
Remark that in neither of the examples consisting of all Alexandroff spaces or of all
complemented spaces, the z-closure satisfies FSPP.
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